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A Liberal Education and Questioning Associations

I

am writing this column on a plane that’s
just taking off from Boston’s Logan
Airport, where I had an interesting
moment with strangers. In the long
security line, there was a woman standing
two people in front of me, traveling with
an almost-one-year-old. The elderly man
between us offered to help her with the
stroller she was wrestling while trying
to take off her shoes, hold her baby, and
remove her toiletry kit and computer. She
started giving the man instructions, and
the man was following them, carefully,
when someone in the line behind us said,
“Seriously?” just loudly enough to be rude.
I’ve lost my patience at an airport more
than once, so I wasn’t offended, but I also
knew that offering to help with the stroller
was not going to speed things up. So, I
walked up to the woman and offered to
hold her baby. She looked up at my face
then, and we exchanged glances—a sort
of high-speed mental calculus—in which
I could see her weighing the wisdom of
handing me her child.
Because I study Holocaust education,
it sometimes happens that I have strange
associations. Something about that
moment reminded me of a survivor’s
testimony I heard more than twenty years
ago in which he remembered being a small
boy in Belgium and that his mother had to
make a split-second decision whether to
hand him over to a complete stranger at a
train station. The choice saved his life, and
he spent the war passing for Catholic at a
French school. He remembered that his
mother didn’t weep as the stranger led him
away, though I’m sure it broke her heart.
I don’t mean to imply that my
moment in the security line and the
survivor’s in 1941 are commensurate or
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even remotely similar—of course they’re
not—only that the two moments touched
in my imagination. Perhaps it was because
I had just read Jeffrey Goldberg’s Atlantic
article asking whether it was time for Jews
to leave Europe—or perhaps because I had
heard a marvelous talk about Germany’s
deliberations over interceding during the
Bosnian genocide.
Either way, therein lies a great
metaphor for the powers of a liberal
education. A truly liberal education
encourages us to question the connections
we make instinctually, to tease them
apart and investigate them, to weigh
evidence that defies our gut reactions and
expand our worldviews, and in that way
to challenge our own biases and hatreds,
our desires and goals. I like to think that
those habits of mind allow us to better size
each other up in our moments of need and
act more courageously on our capacities
to give. I believe that’s what powerful
learning does: it helps us make sense of
ourselves, our world, and each other.

Simone A. Schweber, Director
Mosse/Weinstein Center for Jewish Studies
and Goodman Professor of Education and
Jewish Studies
4223 Mosse Humanities Building
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FACULTY NEWS

Forgotten Trials of the Holocaust
Help Us Remember

BY MICHELE WALDINGER
The newest book by Emeritus
Professor of Law and Jewish Studies
Frank Tuerkheimer, titled Forgotten
Trials of the Holocaust (NYU
Press, 2014) and co-written with
Michael Bazyler, examines trials of
perpetrators of the Holocaust held
over the last seventy years. I recently
spoke with Professor Tuerkheimer
about the book.
How did you come to write the
book?
A little over twenty years ago, I
reviewed a book on Holocaust
denial. Until then I had never
really appreciated how serious and
intense it was, and I wanted to do
something about it. Considering
myself basically a trial lawyer, I put
together a course on “Trials of the
Holocaust” to teach students the
facts. About five years ago, Michael
Bazyler, whose field was Holocaust
restitution, suggested we write a
book about Holocaust trials that
have tended to be below the pubic
radar.
How did you choose the ten trials
you wrote about?
The one I thought was the most
important was one of the later
Nuremberg trials, because it
showed that, as a factual matter,
nobody had to kill Jews to
follow orders. In fact, one of
the defendants in the case was
acquitted of crimes against
humanity because he ignored

the order to kill and suffered no
serious consequences. My colleague
[Bazyler] felt very strongly about one
he hadn’t seen written about. That
was the kapo trials, against Jewish
collaborators, [conducted] mainly
by the Israelis—a very touchy and
difficult issue.
You write that historians have for
the most part neglected the role of
the law in confronting the horrors
of Nazism. How significant is the
role the legal process has played?
An understanding of the Holocaust
comes mainly through historians
and, of course, that is as it should be.
But what historians don’t understand
is that prosecutors look upon these
cases as conspiracies, and in a
conspiracy, you are responsible for
the acts of anyone else who acts in
its furtherance. I think our book is
one of the few, if not the only one,
that has this sort of prosecutorial
perspective on these trials. If
Eichmann had nothing to do with
what happened to Jews in Norway,
historians, in commenting on the
trial, say the prosecution shouldn’t
call witnesses from Norway to
testify to what happened there.
From a prosecutorial standpoint,
what happened in Norway is
part of the conspiracy in which
Eichmann participated, making
him responsible for what happened
in Norway—just as the kingpin of
a drug conspiracy is responsible
for what happens on the docks in
Marseilles, even though he has no
idea who the people there are.

Frank Tuerkheimer

What do you hope people will
take away from reading your
book? That this [the Holocaust]
really took place. If there is one
theme that runs through all ten
trials, it is that among the many,
many defenses that were raised
by people whose lives and liberty
were at stake and who were
represented by terrific defense
lawyers, the one defense that was
never raised was that it didn’t
happen. So when people come
across Holocaust denial, they
should see it for what it is: an
outright lie. It is also important for
the reading public to know that
despite the enormous difficulties
in putting these kinds of cases
together, the effort is made and
those tempted to engage in crimes
against humanity or genocide
cannot assume they will get a free
pass.
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BADGERS IN ACTION: MEET THE CLASS OF 2015

Families in Focus: Perspectives on Judaism and Special Needs

A
Jenna Freeman
JENNA FREEMAN
JENNA FREEMAN

Photos from Freeman’s Capstone project

gap year in Israel between
high school and college
sparked Jenna Shira
Freeman’s passion for photography.
Now a Jewish Studies and
Rehabilitation Psychology dual
major, Freeman uses her lens to
capture the unique stories of the
Jewish special needs world. While
working as a camp counselor
in California, Jenna began to
photograph portraits of campers
with special needs in order to
show their beauty and personality.
This experience inspired Freeman
to do a senior Capstone project
that combined her interests in
photojournalism, rehabilitation
studies, and Jewish life: a series of
portraits of Jewish families of kids
with special needs.
As Freeman explains, a core
mission of her project is to increase
the diversity that one often sees
in photos. Through her camera,
Freeman helps subjects with special
needs articulate their stories to the
outside world—narratives that,
all too often, go untold. Freeman’s
portraits examine the dynamics of
Jewish families of kids with special
needs. In her work, it is crucial
to balance the notion of family as
a constellation with the unique

identities of each of its members. In
order to illustrate the impact that
children with special needs have
on the family unit, Freeman takes
whole group shots. To showcase
individual personalities, Freeman
photographs children’s bedrooms.
For the kids Freeman works with,
these photos may be the most fun
part of the project—she notes that
the kids love showing off their
rooms to an appreciative audience!
This project has also
strengthened Freeman’s bond
with the local Jewish communities
in which she works. She credits
the “incredible and inclusive”
community structures that Judaism
fosters with giving these families
the support they need to thrive.
After graduation, Freeman plans
to fuse her interest in Jewish
community life with her interest in
rehabilitation studies and pursue
a career in art and visual media
therapy. She hopes to explore new
ways to facilitate telling the personal
stories of those with special needs.
Members of the public are
invited to view Freeman’s Capstone
project at the Center for Jewish
Studies, room 4233 of the Mosse
Humanities Building.
—Melissa Miller

From New York to Madison: the Chabad-Lubavitch Movement

F

or David Pachefsky, becoming
a Jewish Studies major was a
natural choice. Originally from
Milwaukee, Pachefsky transferred
to UW–Madison at the beginning
of his junior year. Once he was on
campus, he began to take Jewish
Studies and Hebrew courses,
embracing the smaller professor-to-
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student ratios and personal attention
these classes offered.
Pachefsky’s Capstone project
is a study of the Chabad-Lubavitch
movement, an ultra-Orthodox
Jewish group that emphasizes
outreach to non-observant Jews.
In his study, Pachefsky is exploring
the ways in which the Lubavitch
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reach out to Jews in communities
as diverse as Crown Heights, New
York, and Madison, Wisconsin. He
is particularly interested in how
the Lubavitch adapt their outreach
strategies to smaller communities
that do not have large populations of
Jews. Their use of traditional Jewish
symbols to connect with Jews forms

BADGERS IN ACTION: MEET THE CLASS OF 2015

Artistic Traditions of the Beta Israel in Ethiopia and Israel

E

lizabeth (Lisa) Shoshany
Anderson’s interest in
pottery was piqued when
her family brought back some
artisanal pieces from a trip to
Ethiopia. A dual Jewish Studies
and Art History major, Anderson
is currently completing her senior
Honors Capstone project on the
artistic dimensions of this complex
craft tradition. After receiving her
degree in May, Anderson plans to
attend graduate school to further
her studies on this important, yet
underexplored, area.
As Anderson explains, the
Falasha, now more commonly
known as the Beta Israel or
Ethiopian Jews, have been noted
for their crafts and smithing since
the fifteenth century. After their
land rights were taken away, they
turned to making pottery and metal
objects, both to sell to the local
Ethiopian community and for their
own use. Usually, these items were
created by husband-and-wife teams
of artisans, with men responsible
for the metallurgy and women
focused on the pottery. In the
nineteenth century, the Beta Israel
began to craft figurines for tourists
and gifting purposes. Today, most
of the community lives in Israel,

where many continue to sustain
their unique identity as artists.
Their craft objects remain popular
today in Israeli markets and can be
purchased to help support the Beta
Israel community.
Anderson’s groundbreaking
research contextualizes the Beta
Israel within the broader discipline
of art history. The utilitarian nature
of their vessels and the subjects
of the figurines, such as women
grinding teff for flour, have meant
that these pieces are usually
considered tourist objects, rather
than museum-worthy. Anderson
hopes that her research will help
change such a narrow outlook. She
notes that this tradition has passed
through distinct phases, which sets
the artists of the Beta Israel apart
from other areas of East Africa. As
she explains, “most of surrounding
Eastern Africa did not have a
tradition of sculptural figures. That
the Beta Israel have maintained
such a complex relationship
with the figural tradition over
the centuries makes them
unique.” Thus, the Beta Israel can
provide us with a more nuanced
understanding of the history of
African art as a whole.
—Melissa Miller

Lisa Anderson

Congratulations to the
Class of 2015!
Major in Jewish Studies
Elizabeth Shoshany Anderson
Jenna Freeman
David Pachefsky +
Certificate in Jewish Studies
Samantha Alch
Daniella Aviel
Nicole Brickman
Rebecca Greenspan
Emily Edelstein *
Kara Kurland +
Elana Orbuch
Melanie Ross
Robyn Steinerman
Austin Scher +
Talia Shapiro
Robert Walter +
* August 2015 graduate
+ December 2015 graduate

a key part of his research. Ultimately,
Pachefsky hopes his project will
contribute to a more nuanced
understanding of what it means to
be Jewishly involved in modern,
secular America.
Pachefsky has especially
enjoyed the opportunity to explore
the multiple facets of Judaism that

his Jewish Studies courses have
presented. As he explains, “to be
Jewish can mean many different
things to different people. Everyone
identifies with it in their own way—
whether it’s cultural, religious, or
social values.”
—Melissa Miller

David Pachefsky
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FOCUS ON TEACHING

Intertwining Histories of African Americans and Jews

Tony Michels

BY LAURIE SILVERBERG

S

ometimes, a single word
can illuminate the history
of entire groups of people.
Such was the case for students
taking a course this semester with
Tony Michels, Mosse Professor of
American Jewish History. The word
was “ghetto”; the course, “African
Americans and Jews in Urban
America,” a research seminar open
to advanced students in history and
Jewish Studies. As Michels recalls,
his students were surprised to learn
that a term they had associated
with African Americans was first
used in America to refer to Jewish
immigrant enclaves on the Lower
East Side of New York City and
Chicago. “It opens their eyes that
the terms we use today actually have
a long history, stretching back to
Europe, and it’s unexpected that a
concept so closely associated with
one group was actually part of the
history of another group.”
Many students, Michels
notes, come to his course unaware
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of any shared history between
African Americans and American
Jews, positive or negative. Today’s
undergraduates are too young
to recall critical moments in
Black-Jewish relations, such as
the 1991 Crown Heights riots.
As conversations about racial
inequality and social justice have
reached a new level of intensity
in communities and classrooms
nationwide, however, history
courses like Michels’s seminar help
students understand and navigate
those tensions.
Michels, who also holds the
Weinstein-Bascom Professorship
in Jewish Studies, first started
teaching the seminar nearly
fifteen years ago. His approach
goes far beyond looking at BlackJewish relations, and instead
offers students a comparative
study of two of America’s most
prominent minority groups. While
both groups share experiences
of discrimination and, at times,
violence, several key differences
in their early histories led the
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groups to very different outcomes:
most obviously, Jews came to the
United States by choice; most
African Americans did not. And
while Jews experienced equality
before the law, African Americans
continue to suffer discriminatory
legislation and chronic violence. In
light of these different trajectories,
common experiences are especially
enlightening. For example, students
spend a week studying the nearsimultaneous emergence of the
Harlem Renaissance, Yiddish
literature on the Lower East Side,
and bohemian culture in Greenwich
Village.
One of the great strengths of
the seminar is that it brings together
students with varying backgrounds
in Jewish Studies, History, and
African-American Studies. Eli
Bovarnick, a student in the course
and a major in History and
Journalism, initially wanted to learn
more about both minority groups
from a sociological perspective.
Already familiar with the influence
of Jews in the founding of Las
Vegas, he sought out an AfricanAmerican connection for his final
research project, which turned out
to be the Moulin Rouge Casino
and its impact on integration in Las
Vegas.
Michels notes that ultimately,
his hope is that students will gain
a deeper understanding of Jews by
learning about African Americans
and vice versa. As he explains,
“In the end they’ll learn how each
group interacted with the other
and influenced the development of
modern America.”

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Weinstein Distinguished Graduate Fellow Investigates
Milwaukee Jews and the Struggle for Civil Rights
BY MELISSA MILLER

H
Ariana Horn

JEWISH MUSEUM MILWAUKEE

Mayor’s Interracial Committee Institute,
May 20, 1946 at the Milwaukee Vocational
School

JEWISH MUSEUM MILWAUKEE

Wisconsin Teachers Conference. The man
on the left is most likely Sol Sorrin of
Milwaukee Jewish Council.

ow did Jews in Milwaukee
respond to the Civil Rights
Movement? What sets the
African-American/Jewish dialogue
in Milwaukee apart from similar
relationships in other urban areas
in the 1960s? And what educational
strategies did these groups adopt to
combat injustice? These questions
form the core of Ariana Horn’s
work—research that, she contends,
plays an instrumental role in solving
current societal problems. The
Weinstein Distinguished Graduate
Fellow in Jewish Studies and
Education for 2014-2015, Horn is
planning to defend her dissertation
in May. It is entitled: “Paved with
Good Intentions: The Rise and Fall
of the Human Relations Movement
in Milwaukee, 1934-1980.”
This subject matter is
particularly close to Horn’s heart. As
she explains, it was crucial for her to
pursue research at the doctoral level
that “could be used to understand,
and possibly improve, present-day
circumstances.” Horn’s dissertation
focuses on the close partnership
shared by the African-American
and Jewish communities in
Milwaukee in the 1960s. These two
groups worked together to address
problems of segregation and create
new opportunities.
In her work, Horn examines
the specific strategies Jewish
community groups pursued to
advance civil rights in Milwaukee.
She finds that organizations
adopted strategies from the
Human Relations Movement,
which purported to solve racial
inequality using only education

and dialogue, instead of engaging
in direct, legislative action. These
local groups, such as the Milwaukee
Jewish Council and the Federation
of Jewish Women’s Organizations of
Milwaukee, organized conferences
and conventions at local schools,
churches, and synagogues.
One example was the Project
Understanding workshop series
in the late 1960s. The series
brought together Black and Jewish
Milwaukeeans, as well as people
of other backgrounds, to create
community education projects
aimed at combating prejudice and
discrimination.
Such educational initiatives
were effective in promoting
mutual respect and awareness, but
ultimately it proved difficult to
translate this new understanding
into meaningful societal change.
The failure to produce tangible
progress was one of the contributing
factors to the rupture between
these two groups in the late 1960s.
After that breakdown, the AfricanAmerican community turned
inward to practice more radical
forms of activism. But it is for this
very reason, Horn argues, that we
must examine such initiatives, both
the strengths they displayed and the
challenges they faced. In order to
understand and improve presentday racial tensions in Milwaukee,
such as the continued segregation of
Milwaukee public schools, we need
to draw on the heritage and the
histories of these pioneering Jewish
organizations.
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Center for Jewish Studies, LA edition

W

hile Madison was covered with snow and ice, Mosse/
Weinstein Center for Jewish Studies students, faculty, and staff
traveled to Los Angeles in March for several sun-soaked days
of academic exchange, artistic collaboration, and alumni engagement.
Highlights of the trip included the Tenth Annual Conney Conference on
Jewish Arts and a special event for alumni, sponsored by board members
Peter and Julie Weil and held at the Hillcrest Country Club.

Clockwise, from top: Leo Rudberg ’16 in
front of the Metropolis II at Los Angeles
County Museum of Art (LACMA); Center
director Simone Schweber, Conney Project
director Doug Rosenberg, and students
Lisa Anderson ’16, Samantha Bledstein ’18,
and Leo Rudberg in front of Urban Light
installation at LACMA; Conney Conference
participants take part in Jewish Dance Lab
workshop; Jenna Freeman ’15 presents at
alumni gathering at Hillcrest Country Club;
Babe Conney (with husband Marv and son
David) speaks at the Conney Conference
Reception celebrating ten years of the
Conney Project.
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